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Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) integration of electronic chips has been advocated by both industry and academia
for many years. It is acknowledged as one of the most promising approaches to meet ever-increasing demands on
performance, functionality, and power consumption. Furthermore, 3D integration has been shown to be most eﬀective
and eﬃcient once large-scale integration is targeted for. However, a multitude of challenges has thus far obstructed
the mainstream transition from “classical 2D chips” to such large-scale 3D chips. In this paper, we survey all popular
3D integration options available and advocate that using an interposer as system-level integration backbone would
be the most practical for large-scale industrial applications and design reuse. We review major design (automation)
challenges and related promising solutions for interposer-based 3D chips in particular, among the other 3D options.
Thereby we outline (i) the need for a unified workflow, especially once full-custom design is considered, (ii) the current
design-automation solutions and future prospects for both classical (digital) and advanced (heterogeneous) interposer
stacks, (iii) the state-of-art and open challenges for testing of 3D chips, and (iv) the challenges of securing hardware in
general and the prospects for large-scale and trustworthy 3D chips in particular.
Keywords: 3D chips, large-scale integration, system-level integration, heterogeneous integration, design automation,
testing, hardware security, trustworthy integration

1. Introduction
3D chips—multiple vertically (and/or laterally) stacked and interconnected layers of active components (and/or whole chips)—
are often claimed to meet current and future requirements for
electronic devices. By their stacked and densely integrated nature, 3D chips oﬀer shorter interconnects and, thus, reduced delays and power, and increased performance [1], [2], [3]. At the
same time, both digital and heterogeneous components spread
across multiple chips/dies are relatively easy to integrate into one
common 3D stack. Note that such heterogeneous 3D chips, if tailored for small footprints and low power consumption, are also
essential for widely-anticipated applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT). Two prominent design paradigms, namely
“More Moore” (shrinking device nodes and leveraging new materials) and “More-than-Moore” (heterogeneous integration), advocate both for 3D chips in particular [4] (Fig. 1).
Despite the significant benefits projected over 2D chips in
general, and the recent high-volume emergence of 3D memory stacks (such as High-Bandwidth Memory, HBM [5], [6]) in
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Fig. 1

The well-known “More Moore” trend for down-scaling the nodes is
slowly but surely reaching its limits for CMOS technology. New
technologies and materials are being investigated, but most are not
mature yet for high-volume manufacturing. “More than Moore”,
which targets for heterogeneous integration, has been identified as
another important direction. The concept of 3D chips oﬀers the potential to meet both trends at the same time.

particular, the overall adoption of 3D chips still lags behind
expectations—academic and industry leaders have been promoting 3D integration for more than one decade now [1], [2], [7], [8].
Successful adoption of 3D chips requires addressing diﬀerent
classical and novel challenges which simultaneously aﬀect the
manufacturing processes, design practices and physical design
tools [3], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. If not properly addressed,
these fairly complex challenges (such as adverse coupling effects [14], [15]) may render 3D chips commercially unviable.
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Fig. 2 Implementation options for 3D chips. Originating with traditional and package stacking using
mainly flip-chip and wire bonding, 3D integration has evolved towards interposer stacks (also
known as “2.5D integration”) as well as towards more encapsulated options: through silicon-via
(TSV)-based 3D ICs and monolithic 3D ICs. While the latter two options provide the highest integration densities and connectivity, the other options, especially modern interposer stacks, facilitate
large-scale, system-level integration and chip-level design reuse.

Physical design automation, among other stages such as testing,
partially meets these challenges already at present, but further efforts are needed to exploit the full potential of 3D chips and to
facilitate their wide-scale commercial breakthrough.
In this paper, we elaborate on these challenges and review
promising solutions. A key observation is that most challenges
can be eased once system-level 3D integration (of 2D chips) is
pursued. The related concept of interposer-based 3D integration is widely accepted nowadays [8], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22]; it is a practical, flexible, and cost-eﬀective alternative to the previously more anticipated full-custom and native 3D
integration.
Here we initially provide an overview on 3D integration in general and its design-automation challenges in particular (in the remainder of this Section 1). In Sections 2 and 3, we then discuss
the respective challenges and solutions for design automation of
interposer in general and heterogeneous interposer in particular.
In Section 4, we review the state-of-art for testing of 3D chips and
we outline open challenges. In Section 5, we address hardware
security, an important aspect for modern chip design, especially
for advanced and complex devices such as 3D chips. Finally, we
summarize and conclude in Section 6.
1.1 Implementation Options for 3D Chips
3D chips can be classified into four categories (Fig. 2): (i) traditional and package stacking, (ii) interposer stacks, (iii) throughsilicon via (TSV)-based 3D ICs, and (iv) monolithic 3D ICs. Note
that advanced 3D stacks may cross diﬀerent categories, such as
when multiple TSV-based 3D ICs are integrated on an interposer.
Each option has its scope of application, with distinctive benefits and drawbacks, as well as requirements for design and manufacturing processes. On the one end of the scale, monolithic 3D
ICs enable the highest integration density (i.e., transistor-level
3D integration), but this requires full-custom design and dedicated manufacturing steps, which both hinders system-level integration and design reuse. On the other end of the scale, interposer
stacks as well as traditional and package stacking (originated with
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flip-chip and wire bonding) allow for reuse of legacy 2D chips,
but only with limited integration and interconnectivity rates.
In the following, key aspects of the 3D implementation options are reviewed and design challenges are outlined. Further
technical details have been reviewed, e.g., by imec’s Eric Beyne
in Ref. [23], here along with the related 2D and 3D interconnect
topologies.
Traditional and package stacking has been widely adopted in
the past; it is thus not reviewed in detail in our paper*1 .
1.1.1 TSV-based 3D ICs
This option has initially attracted the most attention and research and development eﬀorts; many prototypes and products
nowadays are based on TSV technology [2], [5], [6], [18], [28],
[29], [30], [31]. The key element, the through-silicon vias (TSVs)
are metal plugs (typically copper or tungsten) that penetrate
whole stacked dies in order to interconnect those dies. Diﬀerent options for stacking of the dies are applicable [23], [32]; for
example, face-to-back stacking is where the metal layers (the
“face”) of one die are bonded to the substrate (the “back”) of
another die.
Depending on the TSV process (Fig. 3), diﬀerent design challenges arise: via-first TSVs and via-middle TSVs obstruct the
device layer and result in placement obstacles; via-last TSVs obstruct the device layer and the metal layers, resulting in placement and routing obstacles. Due to their relatively large diameter
and intrusive character, TSVs can neither be deployed excessively
nor arbitrarily; they have to be optimized in count and arrange*1

Even though they are not strictly stacking-centric, there are modern packaging approaches still worth mentioning for large-scale integration. One
such approach is fan-out-wafer-level packaging (FOWLP) [12], and it is
currently widely applied, e.g., in Apple’s iPhone 7 [24], for its higher integration level and a greater number of external contacts than traditional
wafer-level packaging. Another approach is that of the embedded multidie interconnect bridge (EMIB) [25], [26]. Here a small chip slice with
metal layers, called “bridge”, is embedded into the package substrate
such that dies bonded above can be interconnected through it. Similarly
as an interposer, an EMIB enables chip-level and high-bandwidth interconnectivity. An EMIB is less costly than an interposer, but it cannot
oﬀer a system-level integration platform like an interposer. The Stratix
10 FPGA [27] is a prominent high-end package using multiple EMIBs.
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Fig. 3

The diﬀerent TSV processes; illustration derived from Ref. [38]. Viafirst TSVs are fabricated before the active layers (front-end-of-line,
FEOL). Via-middle TSVs are fabricated after the FEOL but before the metal layers (back-end-of-line, BEOL). Via-last TSVs are
fabricated after (or during) the BEOL process. According to Eric
Beyne [23], via-middle TSVs are the most popular option for advanced 3D ICs as well as for interposer stacks.

ment [3], [13], [33], [34], [35], [36]. Note that TSVs do not scale
at the same rate as transistors, thus the mismatch between TSV
and cell dimensions will remain for future nodes and may even
increase [37].
Overall, TSV-based 3D ICs enable chip-level integration of
both homogeneous and heterogeneous dies but still require dedicated design and manufacturing steps. This limits their scope for
large-scale and system-level design reuse. Besides, the integration density of TSV-based 3D ICs is lower than that of monolithic
3D ICs (but higher than that of interposer stacks).
1.1.2 Monolithic 3D ICs
This option has recently gained more attention [39], [40], [41],
mainly thanks to advances of the processing technology [42]. The
key feature of monolithic 3D ICs is that active layers are sequentially manufactured into one chip rather than bonded using separate dies. Due to their small vias, comparable to regular metalstack vias, monolithic 3D ICs are the only option to enable finegrained transistor-level integration. This is especially sought after
for high-density and full-custom logic integration [39].
As for design challenges, both signal and power routing become notably more complex due to high congestion [39], [43].
However, once the area gain inherent in monolithic 3D ICs is
traded-oﬀ, routability can become even significantly better than it
is in 2D chips [41]. Besides, thermal properties diﬀer from “classical” TSV-based 3D ICs: on the one hand, the regular vias are
by far not as eﬀective as TSVs for conducting heat out of the
stack [44], [45]; on the other hand, monolithic chips do not exhibit potential “thermal barriers” in the form of bonding layers*2 .
Hence, the thermal coupling within monolithic stacks is larger
and more uniform than for TSV-based 3D ICs, which calls for
dedicated thermal management [45].
For placement, routing, and design closure of monolithic 3D
ICs, the reuse of commercial 2D physical design tools has
been demonstrated to lower the barrier for industry-wide acceptance [40], [47], [48], [49]. Nevertheless, due to its sequential
processing nature, such 3D ICs cannot apply “plug-and-play” in*2

For example, the micro-bump bonding in TSV-based 3D ICs may be underfilled with BCB polymer layers. This polymer has an approximately
600 times higher thermal resistivity than silicon [46].
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tegration and large-scale design reuse as it is possible with the
other 3D options.
1.1.3 Interposer Stacks
Interposer stacks are a widely accepted, cost-eﬃcient alternative to 3D ICs [8], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Here, active dies are arranged in lateral direction on a substrate—possibly
on both of its sides—instead of stacking them strictly vertically.
The interconnects are realized via TSVs and metal layers within
the interposer (see Fig. 2).
Interposer stacks enable a heterogeneous design where
chips/dies encompassing diﬀerent technologies, e.g., “biochips,”
sensors, MEMS, and memory units, can be relatively easily connected in one package. As for homogeneous digital integration,
interposer enable the partitioning of a large monolithic die (with
low yield) into smaller dies (with higher yield) [19], [22]. This
greatly lowers the overall manufacturing cost and also helps to
improve the power eﬃciency. Further, interposer allow for better
heat dissipation [17], [50]. In short, interposer are considered as
the platform for “new multi-chip modules (MCMs)” [51], [52],
with low cost, high yield, and the combination of heterogeneous
integrated circuits in one package cited as the major advantages.
There exists a wide variety of interposer-based systems which
can be categorized in diﬀerent ways:
• According to the core material: silicon (today), organic (currently considered), or glass substrates (future) [16], [52],
[53]
• According to the interposer type: fully passive, with embedded components such as microfluidic channels [54], or with
active components [8], [20], [21], [55]
• According to the mounting approach: one-sided or doublesided die placement, distributed high-power or low-power
die allocation [8]
• According to the chip design: prefabricated dies stacked
onto the interposer (such as the AMD Fiji/Fury GPU with
stacked HBM chips [56], [57], [58]) or custom dies designed for specific applications (such as the Xilinx Virtex-7
FPGA [59])
As of today, there are several products with interposer technology available on market, notably the AMD Fiji/Fury GPU [56],
[57], [58] and the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA [59]. In 2016, CEA Leti
demonstrated their second generation 3D-NoC technology [20],
[21], which combines a series of small dies (“chiplets”) fabricated
at the FDSOI 28 nm node and co-integrated on a 65 nm CMOS
interposer. The active interposer embeds several lower-cost functions, such as communication through the NoC and system I/Os,
power conversion, design-for-testability, and integrated passive
components. These products are all good examples leading to
our belief that interposer stacks stand at the right spot in terms of
the production-scale economy for 3D integration.
The design of interposer stacks is still manual to some degree;
there is a lack of dedicated and advanced design tools [60]. Routing of active interposer and the related design of a large-scale
network-on-chip (NoC), for example, requires further research
eﬀorts [61]. Other challenges such as simulation and verification
of signal integrity across an interposer stack have been recently
addressed [62], but require further eﬀorts regarding tool integra-
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For large-scale and system-level 3D integration—leveraging an
interposer as “plug-and-play” integration backbone—much of the
outlined design complexity and iteration processes may be kept
under control or even avoided in the first place. That is, individual
components/dies are designed and manufactured separately, and
only then integrated into a 3D chip. Nevertheless, there are still
design challenges (but also promising solutions) associated with
this style, as we elaborate in the next sections.

2. Interposer Stacks: On Solutions and Future
Prospects for Classical Design Automation

Fig. 4

Full workflow for custom design of 3D chips. Pathfinding and
physical-design prototyping link system-level design and layoutlevel design; this link eases the design closure for the complex and
highly iterative process. Modeling and simulation as well as chippackage co-design interact with most design stages. All stages require feedback loops to enable, among others, thermal management
and stack-wide variation-aware design closure (not illustrated).

tion [63]. Still, interposer stacks are the most promising option
for large-scale and system-level 3D integration.
1.2 On High-Level Challenges for the Design of 3D Chips
To select and explore the most suitable 3D integration option
for any particular design is much more complex than handling
similar decisions for classical 2D chips. A team of 3D designers
has to consider the following aspects, among others:
• How to reuse intellectual property (IP) blocks or predesigned modules eﬀectively in the 3D chip in order to meet
time-to-market and cost constraints?
• How are heterogeneous components designed and properly
integrated along with digital modules?
• How can the final 3D chip be secured and made trustworthy?
• Into how many dies/layers should the overall design be split
up, and how does the design perform after being spread across
multiple dies/layers? How can a classical 2D implementation
be leveraged as baseline for the 3D implementation [64]?
• What are the bandwidth, power, and signal integrity requirements for all the interconnects? What is an appropriate systemlevel interconnect fabric?
• How to test components/dies individually and the overall
stack both partially and fully?
It is important to note that most of these aspects are interacting;
consequently, any respective decision does impact the overall design process as well the final performance, reliability, and cost
of the 3D chip. Solving such a complex set of intertwined challenges requires sophisticated design know-how, EDA capabilities
and well-defined project structures. Given the plethora of available (2D) and upcoming (3D) tools, various design practices and
design know-how, all distributed among multiple design parties,
the introduction of a unified workflow is essential (Fig. 4).
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The physical design of interposer-based 3D-ICs is hampered
by a multitude of design challenges that are similar to the ones
encountered when designing other systems, such as system-on-apackage (SOP) or MCMs. Besides complexity, these are mainly
issues of thermal, mechanical, and routability management. Testing issues also need special consideration (see Section 4); however, due to better access to individual dies, testing of interposer
stacks is more manageable than it is for stacked 3D designs.
2.1 Floorplanning and Placement
As mentioned before, (technology-heterogeneous) chips are
often designed independently and then placed on a silicon interposer. Hence, placement algorithms should arrange a small number (usually 2–10) of mostly bare dies on the interposer with the
shortest external connections between them, in a manner analogous to classical floorplanning.
Today’s (academic) tools for die placement on interposer are
often based on randomized algorithms such as simulated annealing, e.g., as proposed in Refs. [65], [66]. The authors of Ref. [67]
apply an enumerative search to identify optimal die positions before using a pin assignment routine. This method, however, does
not scale beyond six dies. The authors of Ref. [68] claim to effectively place the multiple FPGA dies of an interposer-based
system. Based on force-directed placement and the B*-tree representation, their approach allows to optimize the die positions
according to signal delay within the overall FPGA framework.
2.2 Data Structures and Solution Space
Design optimization is performed in the realm of the data structure’s solution space by applying some optimization algorithms.
The algorithms require a solution space with minimum redundancy, excluding invalid solutions and including the best solutions. In addition, an eﬃcient implementation of a data structure
must allow for a fast execution of various operations. Examples
are the exchange of components within and across multiple dies,
the transformation from the abstract representation to the real 3D
chip geometry, and the consideration of layout constraints.
The above requirements are notably harder to achieve for the
3D solution space than it has been in the case for “classical” 2D
design automation [69], [70]. Still, eﬃcient data structures initially developed for the physical design of 2D ICs (notably the
Slicing Tree, the O-Tree or the Sequence Pair) have been successfully extended towards 3D integration. These extensions and
other 3D data structures are reviewed in detail in Ref. [70].
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2.3 Routability and Routing
Assuming that the dies to be integrated on the interposer are
prefabricated, connecting (routing) them can be done with conventional routing tools. Hence, published work on routing concentrates on various interposer-specific constraints which are often technology-related. For an active interposer, however, the design of a large-scale and possibly hierarchical network-on-chip
(NoC) requires further research eﬀorts [61].
A global routing algorithm for SOPs is presented in Ref. [71];
it can also be applied to interposer systems for routing or routability estimation purposes. The authors of Ref. [72] studied the impact of IR-drop while routing the interposer and redistribution
layers (RDL) of each die, along with simultaneous planning of
micro-bumps and signal assignment. Their approach initially determines the number of micro-bumps required for each die, assigns I/O buﬀers, and finally routes the RDLs and the interposer.
The minimization of the interposer’s metal layers was sought after by the authors of Ref. [73]. Their approach is based on a
routability estimation which then derives the minimum number
of required metal layers.
2.4 Pin and TSV Assignment
During the aforementioned placement procedure, dies may
change their relative positions and orientations which aﬀect the
individual and overall wirelength, due to non-optimal bump
and/or pin assignment. Therefore, placement algorithms often
include techniques for pin assignment. For example, the authors
of Ref. [67] use a network-flow algorithm to establish the connections between I/O buﬀers and micro-bumps with the goal of
minimizing the external wirelength. The approach in Ref. [66]
applies an integer-linear program (ILP) formulation for the same
purpose. Bipartite matching is leveraged in Ref. [65].
Alternatively, pin assignment can also be combined with the
routing of dies. The authors of Ref. [72], for example, assign
the I/O buﬀers (to the pre-placed bumps) prior to routing of the
RDL and interposer layers. Their pin assignment is based on the
optimization of network flows while also honoring IR-drop constraints.
2.5 Thermal Management
When compared to solely stacked 3D chips, interposer-based
3D chips also oﬀer more flexible means for thermal management. Excessive thermal energy can dissipate more eﬃciently
from the dies to the interposer (i.e., using the multiple heat paths
via bumps), and it can also spread laterally and vertically to the
outside/boundaries, where (multiple) heat sinks can be placed.
While a multitude of thermal-aware placement or floorplanning algorithms for stacked 3D designs have been published,
there is a lack of similar solutions for interposer systems. Nevertheless, several thermal models and optimization flows are presented in Refs. [50], [74]. However, in order to facilitate a successful adoption for realistic interposer solutions, they need to be
adapted and integrated into the early stages of the design flow,
such as die placement or the floorplanning stage of the interposer
circuit.
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Fig. 5

Selected challenges for the design automation of interposer-based 3D
chips: (top) holistic and package-wide thermal simulation, which
shall also be fast, eﬃcient, and accurate; (left) eﬃcient and optimal die placement while considering/solving pin assignment; (right)
chip-interposer co-design, exploring the technological and physicaldesign space of various interposer configurations.

2.6 Outlook: Novel Challenges for Design Automation
While interposer-based 3D chips are successfully designed and
built using conventional but adapted design tools, there is still an
urgent need for physical design methodologies that are tailored
for the specific needs of interposer systems. Some of these challenges are outlined next (see also Fig. 5).
Multi-objective optimization during early design stages
Applying physical simulations or additional optimization goals
during the early stages of physical design should enable the identification of the best-available solutions with state-of-the-art place
and route algorithms. Specifically, routability estimation and
thermo-mechanical simulations should be accounted for during
the floorplanning and/or placement stages.
Chip-interposer co-design
The ultimate goal could be a simultaneous design of dies and
interposer, that is, the design of the entire system within one flow
(Fig. 4). This would enable the optimization of global key parameters like wirelength (external and internal), timing, routability
and thermo-mechanical stability. However, such a system-level
optimization might conflict with the aforementioned advantages
of relatively easy heterogeneous integration, so its application has
to be carefully calibrated considering all constraints.
Eﬃcient and optimal die placement
The placement of dies has a significant eﬀect on key interposer
characteristics, such as performance. Since the number of dies
is (so far) rather limited, it can be solved eﬀectively or even optimally using tailored algorithms, even with pin assignment accounted for. However, most previous work applies probabilistic
optimization [65], [66], which falls short of this prospect.
Fast thermal simulation
The inherently eﬀective thermal management is one of the key
advantages of interposer-based 3D design. To support this, fast
thermal simulation should be integrated in the design flow for
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holistic estimation of thermal behavior during early design stages.
Data structures for large and heterogeneous 3D chips
Recall that data structures have been proposed for 3D physicaldesign automation. However, the heterogeneous structure of
interposer-based 3D chips requires new and eﬃcient data structures which take the special properties of interposer designs into
account. Specifically, data structures that are capable of considering a multitude of constraints, such as inter-die thermal relationships, are needed. The concept of an assembly design kit
(ADK) [75], which is analogous to the well-known PDK but tailored for 3D chips, is an interesting option towards this end.

3. Heterogeneous Interposer Stacks: Practical
Solutions for Advanced Design Automation
One major benefit of the interposer architecture is that it
enables a low-cost approach to heterogeneous integration with
the possibility of placing photonics [76], MEMS [77], integrated
power sources [78], imaging sensors [79] or acoustic transducers [80] on the same substrate as the IC dies. Furthermore, the
interposer architecture enables novel ways for system integration
based on vertical interconnect technologies that are not necessarily exclusively electrical [81], [82].
3.1 CAD Requirements
The major challenge in such heterogeneous system integration
is that, by its very nature, it spans multiple physical domains. As
a result, the design, analysis and verification of the heterogeneous
system require that we augment the traditional VLSI CAD environment with several physics-aware features, including:
( 1 ) Cross-domain design capabilities in general, with seamless
interfaces between the various signal domains, be they electrical, mechanical, optical, acoustic, or fluidic.
( 2 ) A rigorous methodology for signal-port definition and placement, capable of addressing each of the physical subsystems,
to enable consistent interlocking between the state spaces of
the various physical domains.
( 3 ) A unified system-level language for describing the connectivity between various multi-port components belonging to
diﬀerent physical domains.
( 4 ) A physics-aware verification framework enabling domainaware design-rule checking and post-layout validation.
While the above features are needed even for 2D heterogeneous integration, the technological variety provided by the interposer architecture makes their incorporation in related CAD
frameworks even more pressing. The interposer itself has additional requirements of its own that can be summarized as follows:
( 1 ) Domain-aware planning and placement of vertical TSVs, be
they electrical, optical, acoustic, or fluidic.
( 2 ) Domain-aware design-rule checking of vertical interconnects, including keep-out zones, critical dimensions, and
mechanical integrity rules.
( 3 ) Domain-aware compact models of vertical interconnects to
enable system-level performance evaluation.
An up-to-date account of the challenges faced in existing EDA
environments in interposer-based, electronic integration is given
in Ref. [83]. When such integration is heterogeneous, these chal-
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lenges are compounded with additional complexities pertaining
to the multi-physics nature of the heterogeneous case.
3.2 MEMS Integration
One possible way of dealing with these additional complexities is to “package them away” within the die itself, and to subsequently incorporate (on the interposer) an accordingly packaged
die that has only electrical ports. This approach can be taken,
e.g., for MEMS sensors where the electromechanical interface is
encapsulated in the packaged die itself using wafer-scale, monolithic integration processes. Such MEMS processes are described
in Refs. [84] and [77] for motion sensing, in Refs. [85] and [86]
for ultrasound sensing, and in Ref. [87] for piezoelectric energy
harvesting. Taking the latter process as a representative example, it is comprised of three bonded wafers with the middle one
containing the mechanical element and the other two wafers constituting capping structures, bonded to the device wafer, with
etched cavities to allow the mechanical element unconstrained
movement.
In such MEMS devices where only their electrical pads are
exposed to the interposer (e.g., capacitive accelerometers and
gyroscopes, ultrasound transducers, piezoresistive pressure sensors, and piezoelectric energy harvesters), a physical and logical CAD methodology similar to the one advocated in Ref. [83]
can be used. However, even under these favourable conditions,
such a methodology will have to be adopted to the specific case
of interposer-based MEMS integration, considering the following
two caveats:
( 1 ) The mechanical integrity of the MEMS devices in the presence of an interposer must be verified. Indeed, residual
stresses induced by interposer bonding are bound to impact
the mechanical figures of merit of the MEMS devices. In
the case of resonant structures such as gyroscopes or magnetometers, both the resonant frequency and the Q factor can
be impacted. In the case of an accelerometer, the maximum
g acceleration rating of the device can be aﬀected.
( 2 ) In a bulk-machined, multi-wafer MEMS process, the MEMS
devices are typically packaged and hermetically sealed under vacuum. The interposer-device assembly must be tested
to verify that the MEMS device continues to meet design
specifications post-bonding and that the device is still hermetically sealed.
Obviously, CMOS foundries have preference for MEMS processes that are CMOS-compatible, and the PDKs released for
such processes are necessarily CMOS-centric. Due to the significant market opportunity of the Internet of Things (IoT), a consistent eﬀort is being made by foundries and CAD vendors alike
to provide the designers with comprehensive PDKs that include
parameterized libraries for both IC and MEMS elements. Furthermore, the MEMS library elements are made visible to the IC
design interface so that system-level co-simulations of the MEMS
device and its interface ICs (i.e., the driver and readout) are enabled. This is for instance the case of the MEMS compact models produced by the Coventor MEMS+ tool, which can be cosimulated with their respective ICs using Cadence Spectre within
the Virtuoso analog design environment [88].
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tronic/Photonic Design Automation. Here also, Cadence’s Virtuoso can play the role of a heterogeneous design cockpit both
on the front-end for system-level simulation (using, for instance,
the INTERCONNECT tool from Lumerical Solutions) and on the
back-end for physical design (using, for instance, PhotoDesigner
from PhoeniX Software) [94]. The Pyxis custom design environment from Mentor Graphics can play a similar role. An emerging
CAD feature, already implemented in PhotoDesigner, is automatic waveguide routing in the photonic domain. The extension
of this feature to automatic routing in the presence of photonic
TSVs is still an open problem.

Fig. 6

An organic interposer supporting optoelectronic chips and embedded
waveguides. Illustration derived from Ref. [8].

3.3 Photonics Integration
Unfortunately, in other interposer-based heterogeneous integration cases such as with photonics or micro-fluidics, the interposer will be presented with die ports that are not solely electrical.
For instance, a Si photonic transceiver for fiber-optic data center
communications will have optical ports as well as electrical ports.
Coupling the optical ports to the interposer will necessitate passive photonics elements such as couplers and waveguides on the
interposer itself. To enable such elements, the silicon interposer
will have to include SOI cross sections similar to the ones supported by the 2D Si photonics platforms of IBM [89], STMicroelectronics [90], or IME [91].
Although these integration processes are fundamentally 2D,
they can conceivably be adapted to a 3D stacking solution. A
case in point is the 3D stacking of IC drivers on photonics components using a copper micro-pillar technology as in the STMicroelectronics process described in Ref. [92]. It is to be noted that
this photonic-electronic integration is happening at the electrical
interconnect level and, unlike the interposer solution of Ref. [81],
no photonic TSVs are used. Conceivably, an electrical TSV can
replace the micro pillar used in Ref. [92] if an interposer solution to IC-photonics 3D integration is adopted. But such TSV
has the disadvantage that it will present a higher capacitance to
the driver circuit, thus increasing the power consumption of the
photonic transceiver. At the same time, the interposer can act as a
heat spreader and alleviate the Joule heating due to the electronic
driver. It is well known that photonic paths are extremely sensitive to thermal eﬀects, and so the interposer solution in combination with an athermal photonic path design [93] will minimize
the negative thermal impact. Another example is that of an organic interposer supporting optoelectronic chip communications
using embedded mirrors and polymer waveguides as illustrated in
Fig. 6. As in the MEMS case, CMOS foundries are in preference
for such a monolithic CMOS-photonics integration.
From a CAD viewpoint, the heterogeneous design environment will be IC-centric with the reference design flows for the
CMOS-photonics processes supporting passive and active photonic library elements. This has given rise to a new acronym
in the EDA industry, namely, EPDA, which stands for Elec-
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3.4 CMOS Image Sensors
While photonic devices require that the interposer supports
passive elements to couple the photonic signals to the package,
CMOS imagers will require that the interposer supports the pixel
array with active elements such as photodetectors to transform the
incident photon energy into electrical signals. In an Si interposer,
for example, a Si-Ge process to implement the photodetectors
will be required. In fact, this process is similar to the one used in
the CMOS-compatible Si photonics processes mentioned above.
Another possible imager architecture is a passive interposer with
electrical TSVs, connecting the pixel array through its access circuits to the analog and signal-processing back-ends, which will
be placed on the other side of the interposer.
One motivation for moving CMOS imagers from a 3D TSVbased solution [95], [96] to an interposer solution is to integrate
advanced imaging solutions such as stereo vision, surround view
cameras, and embedded 3D imaging. The challenge to the interposer solution is certainly the TSV foundry momentum in this
particular market segment. Indeed, according to Ref. [97], the
market for CMOS imaging sensors will account for 63% of the
TSV market in 2019, very much ahead of the second market
segment, namely, 3D stacked DRAM, which will account for
only 17%.
Given the importance of the CMOS imaging market in the 3D
integration landscape, a CAD tool for evaluating and comparing
the various 3D CMOS imager solutions according to the metrics
of power, pixel-array area, resolution, sensitivity and cost would
be highly desirable.
3.5 Outlook
We expect that the market opportunity of the IoT will drive innovation in the area of interposer integration for heterogeneous
systems. The key reason is that the interposer occupies the sweet
spot at the intersection of low cost and small footprint.
Our main concern is the business model of heterogeneous integration, namely, who will own the heterogeneous interposer? Is it
the Si foundry or the packaging house? The IoT supply chain will
decide this important question in due time. Until then, the CAD
framework for 2.5D or 3D heterogeneous integration will continue to be CMOS-centric as this is where the industry is most
heavily invested.
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4. Design-for-Test and Testing in 3D Chips
In this section, we elaborate on the challenges in testing 3D
chips and the recent eﬀorts in tackling these challenges. Naturally, the research developments in 3D chip testing have been
mostly in the form of adopting 2D chip testing methods, while
there are particular aspects unique to 3D chips that have necessitated the development of novel solutions.
4.1 From 2D to 3D Chip Testing
Regardless of the underlying chip architecture, testing is fundamentally an access problem. The parts of a circuit that are most
challenging to test are typically those that are buried deep inside
the circuit. For 2D chips, Design-for-Testability (DfT) structures
such as test points, scan cells, and wrapper cells have been used
to improve access, and thus, testability. These structures help
to (i) control nets that are otherwise diﬃcult to reach from the
primary inputs and (ii) observe nets that are otherwise diﬃcult
to monitor through the primary outputs. This way, deeply embedded logic can be “isolated” from its environment. Yet physical structures are further needed to eﬀect the connection between this logic and the primary inputs/outputs. For this purpose,
scan chains, Test Access Ports (TAPs) and Test Access Mechanisms (TAMs) have been used in 2D chips. These solutions have
also been standardized via IEEE Std 1149.1 [98] and IEEE Std
1500 [99]. Through these structures, 2D chips have been tested
by applying test stimuli and observing the responses. The test
stimuli is obtained via automated test pattern generation (ATPG)
tools, which target for faults representing physical defects.
Development of the test techniques in the context of 3D chips
has necessitated an understanding of what is the same and what
is diﬀerent for 3D chips with respect to 2D chips. Only then
can the structures or techniques from 2D chips be adopted for
3D chips and novel ones be developed as needed. For example,
isolation and access for 3D chips can be eﬀected by adopting solutions from IEEE Std 1149.1 [98] and IEEE Std 1500 [99], albeit
with slight modifications. Tester probe access for wafers is significantly more challenging in 3D chips than in 2D chips due to
structures such as micro-bumps, which are too small, too dense
and too numerous. New defects emerge for 3D chips due to processing steps that did not exist in 2D chips, e.g., wafer thinning,
alignment and bonding [100]. Micro-bumps in 3D chips are susceptible to open/bridging defects [101]. New decisions specific to
3D chips also complicate the test flow; there are multiple points at
which 3D chips may have to be tested. These are pre-bond, midbond (partial stack), post-bond (pre-packaging) and final tests
(post-packaging; final product), each with its own challenges.
4.2 Test Flow
In large-scale 3D chips, known-good dies are stacked together
or are connected through an interposer. A single defective die in
the stack or a defective interposer results in an unusable 3D chip.
It is therefore crucial to determine the points in which test needs
to be conducted, preventing the stacking/connection of good dies
on top of defective dies/interposer. As each test incurs cost, the
decisions as to at what point and how much testing is conducted
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aﬀect the overall cost of the product. At the same time, detecting
a defective die/interposer early on helps save the excessive cost
of good dies stacked/connected with bad ones. An interposer, for
example, is typically cheaper than dies, which necessitates the
identification of a defective interposer to prevent it from being
connected to good and valuable dies. Pre-bond and final testing
are almost considered standard practice for 3D chips; mid-bond
and post-bond tests are optional. Detailed test cost modeling and
optimization techniques have been proposed in Ref. [102].
4.3 Pre-Bond Testing
To ensure the stacking/connection of known-good dies, prebond testing is necessary. One key challenge thereby is probing
the micro-bumps; they are diﬃcult to access using the probing
technology available today. Another challenge is the handling of
wafers at intermediate stages.
Various techniques have been proposed for the pre-bond testing
of interposer. The use of e-fuses inside interposer has been proposed in Ref. [103] to connect/disconnect functional paths; test
paths are then created to test the interposer through a small number of added test pads that can be probed. Other approaches
include the use of additional dummy metal layers to create test
loops [104] or contactless testing using thermal images [105].
These techniques aim at testing the vertical and horizontal interconnects within the interposer. Vertical interconnects may have
break, void and pin-hole faults [106], while horizontal interconnects may have open, inter-bridge and inner-bridge faults [107].
The pre-bond testing of TSVs can be performed contactless via
ring oscillators [108]. This way, the potential TSV defects, such
as micro-voids and pin-holes, can be tested for.
The pre-bond testing of dies, in order to detect the defects inside a die, is similarly hampered by the challenge of probing
micro-bumps. Solutions include contactless test [109] or inserting additional probing pads to non-bottom dies at the cost of increased area [110]. Another concern is whether to perform the
test before or after wafer thinning [111]. Running tests before
wafer thinning excludes defects due to thinning. Also, TSVs are
still buried inside the substrate, and thus, cannot be tested easily.
Testing after thinning, however, necessitates delicate probing.
4.4 Mid-Bond, Post-Bond, and Final Testing
During mid-bond and post-bond tests, mainly the TSV-based
interconnects are targeted. Final testing, on the other hand, is the
last quality screening step prior to shipping the product to customers; any part of the 3D chip should remain testable here [111].
TSV-based interconnects can be tested via dedicated test
pattern generator structures to cover transition faults and
shorts [112]. Though the number of interconnects is large, a
few patterns can potentially test for all these faults. Direct faceto-face BEOL bonding, another bonding option implemented
without TSVs [23], can be tested via dedicated built-in-self-test
(BIST) transceivers [113]. These transceivers help to sense highresistive interconnects, which indicate bonding failures [113].
Dies and the interposer can be tested only if die isolation and
access mechanisms are in place. External test access is obtained
via probing, typically at wafer-level, for pre-bond, mid-bond and
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post-bond tests, and via package pins in final test. Further on-chip
structures are needed to isolate and access the interposer and the
dies from the external I/Os. This access is defined by IEEE Std
P1838 [114], which is reviewed next.
4.5 Test Access: IEEE Std P1838 [114]
IEEE Std P1838 is a standard under development that aims at
providing a standardized 3D-DfT, to ensure the inter-operability
of dies possibly obtained from diﬀerent vendors. The standard
has been largely developed by adopting structures from IEEE Std
1149.1 [98] and IEEE Std 1500 [99]. Figure 7 illustrates the test
access mechanisms in 3D and 2.5D/interposer chips.
All dies are assumed to have wrappers around them similar to
the wrapping of cores in IEEE Std 1500. The wrappers support
INTEST operations where the internal die is tested, and EXTEST
operations where the die interconnects (i.e., micro-bumps, TSVs,
interposer connections) are tested while bypassing the dies. To
do so, the wrappers support shift, capture, and apply operations.
Every die is assumed to have its TAP controller as in IEEE Std
1149.1; this serial control mechanism connects the dies along the
stack (or through the interposer), providing them a one-bit bandwidth for testing as well. Bypass registers inside the dies allow
the quick access of other dies or interconnects. The standard also
supports a flexible n-bit parallel port to provide an optional parallel n-bit access to dies, enabling a high-bandwidth test as well.
4.6 Summary and Outlook
Testing of 3D (and 2D) chips is essentially characterized by
the quest for speedy, comprehensive, yet low-cost access to all
the internal circuitry. In contrast to 2D chips, 3D chips contain
more components to be tested both individually and for the whole
stack, rendering the test procedures more complex, costly, and iterative in nature. Furthermore, novel 3D interconnects (mainly
the TSVs) introduce new types of faults. System-level integration
on an interposer notably eases testing since individual dies, which
are typically fully functional legacy dies, can be easily tested before bonding them onto the interposer. Besides, probing an interposer may be facilitated by dedicated test pads; highly-integrated,
small-footprint 3D ICs are harder to probe in comparison.
Most testing eﬀorts leverage and extend well-established 2D

test features, such as IEEE Std 1149.1 [98], to limit the cost and
need for novel tools when testing 3D chips [107], [114]. An interesting consideration is whether these eﬀorts allow to streamline the test of heterogeneous 3D interposer. That is, how to first
standardize and then implement access mechanisms for dies with
diverse analog, photonics, MEMS or other components, and how
to synchronize these mechanisms with those on the logic dies—
these are all open challenges.
Another challenge yet to be addressed is the potential for security breaches via the test infrastructure. That is, a malicious
tester or end-user may try to misuse that infrastructure, seeking
access to sensitive on-chip assets such as hard-coded software IP
or security tokens [115]. Such potential misuse of the test infrastructure is only one security concern among others; in the next
section we elaborate on the related challenges and opportunities
for 3D chips in more detail.

5. Towards Trustworthy 3D Integration
Hardware is at the base of any information processing and,
thus, hardware is per se the root of trust (Fig. 8). Among other
considerations, this suggests that any chip can only be considered
trustworthy if all the individual hardware components as well as
the whole (2D/3D) chip have been thoroughly evaluated in terms
of their actual, implemented functionality versus their intended,
specified functionality [116], [117], [118], [119]*3 . One crucial
concern here is the economics-driven trend to increasingly outsource various steps of the manufacturing flow, e.g., to outsourced
semiconductor assembly and test (OSAT) parties [122]. We expect this trend to further intensify for the complex and diverse
3D integration landscape, thereby increasing the risk exposure
for 3D chips. To address and manage this challenge of verification and other security-centric challenges, the notions of “secure by design” and “design-for-trust” have been promoted for
some years now for “regular” 2D chips [116], [117], [118], [119],
[123], [124], [125], [126], [127], [128]. Similar studies are recently focusing on 3D chips as well [129], [130], [131], [132],
[133], [134], [135], [136], [137], [138]. Note that early stud-

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

Test access mechanisms as proposed in IEEE Std P1838 [114] for (a)
stacked 3D ICs and (b) interposer-based chips. For both configurations, IEEE Std P1838 utilizes IEEE Std 1149.1 [98] for access control and IEEE Std 1500 [99] for the wrapper. The mechanisms rely on
the following signals: TDI/TDO (test data input/output), TMS (test
mode select), TCK (test clock), TRSTn (test reset not) [114].
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*3

Pyramid of security stages for modern (2D/3D) chips. Trustworthy
information processing relies on all stages, and physical and functional dependencies are built up inherently from the root to the top.
For example, the notion of secure hardware as root of trust—which
also provides security features to enable secure processing further up
the pyramid—relies itself on trustworthy design and manufacturing
steps. “Design-for-trust” seeks to induce that essential trust in those
very steps via a multitude of measures, such as split manufacturing.

Physical and functional verification traditionally has been (and still is) a
major challenge for modern chip design itself [120], [121].
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ies and whitepapers on 3D integration indicate the potential for
trustworthy 3D chips as well [139], [140].
Here we review challenges and promising solutions towards
trustworthy chips, both for 2D and 3D integration. Note that most
solutions devised for 2D chips can be applied for 3D stacks as
well, as long as the latter reuse some 2D components/dies (i.e.,
such 2D security solutions are not directly applicable for monolithic or full-custom 3D stacks). Additionally, we also highlight
distinct aspects arising for 3D integration.
5.1 Securing the Test Infrastructure and Test Procedure
Recall that the test infrastructure may be misused by malicious testers/end-users [115]. Note that 3D chips may oﬀer
even new avenues for such attacks. For example, testing channels implemented by dedicated TSVs may leak data to other
nearby, regular TSVs (or wires) via cross-coupling eﬀects. More
concerning, these eﬀects may also be exploited to inject malicious data into the testing-channel TSVs via nearby “aggressor”
TSVs. Cross-coupling eﬀects have been generally accounted
for [141], [142]; the outlined leakage/injection in TSVs can also
be mitigated [133], albeit with considerable cost and eﬀort. Still,
only few studies explored such test-specific aspects for the security assessment of 3D chips so far; other risks may have been
overlooked until now.
At the same time, 3D integration can help to secure the systemlevel test procedure, thanks to the die wrappers proposed in IEEE
Std P1838 [114]. That is because any sensitive information about
the die’s assets (required for ATPG) can be concealed from an
untrusted OSAT party, assuming that the designers provide the
test patterns along with the dies. Besides die wrappers, such a
secure testing procedure would still require features like cryptographic primitives for protected and controlled access to the test
infrastructure [143].
5.2 Verification of Outsourced Components
It is straightforward that the more outsourced components a
2D/3D chip contains, the higher the risk that some of them are
faulty and/or prone to attacks. Components can be rendered
unintentionally faulty/prone, via design or implementation bugs
(e.g., Rowhammer [144]), but they can also be made intentionally
and inherently faulty/prone (e.g., via hardware Trojans [145], see
Section 5.4).
Recent work on structural and functional verification targets
the security analysis of outsourced components [116], [117],
[118], [119]. In general, for any 2D/3D chip, the eﬀorts for verification scale with:
( 1 ) the number of outsourced components;
( 2 ) the structural and functional complexity of the outsourced
components;
( 3 ) the “permission for introspection” of outsourced components: soft IP components typically oﬀer detailed insights
and access into their implementation, whereas hard IP components tend to obfuscate such details; and
( 4 ) the system-level connectivity of outsourced components intertwined with custom-designed components.
For large-scale 2D/3D integration, where typically most compo-
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Fig. 9

Abstract scheme of Refs. [129], [130]. Each security feature requires an introspective interface (TSVs, in red) between the controller/security die and the untrusted commodity die, along with
some additional transistors for the latter (not illustrated). The arrows in the TSVs indicate the signal flow, and the function of each
feature is explained next (along with TSV references): (a) signal tapping, with on/oﬀ (left) and the actual signal (right); (b) re-routing,
with on/oﬀ (left), the re-routed signal (middle), and oﬀ/on for the
original signal (right); (c) overriding, with on/oﬀ (left), new signal
on/oﬀ (middle), and the actual new signal (right); and (d) disabling,
with on/oﬀ.

nents are outsourced due to time-to-market constraints, it may
become practically infeasible to verify the full 2D/3D chip. At
the same time, one faulty/prone component may compromise the
trustworthiness of the whole chip, necessitating that all components be monitored during runtime, as discussed next.
5.3 Runtime Attacks and Hardware Monitors
Malicious software or malicious end-user may seek to retrieve
critical information from on-chip assets, either with or without
the help of hardware Trojans. In the latter case, such attacks typically exploit some side-channel information, which reflects the
various physical interactions that any electronic device experiences. For example, demonstrated attacks successfully leverage
the spatio-temporal thermal patterns [146], [147] or the measurable timing behaviour [144] of modern chips. It is understandably hard—if possible at all—to anticipate all potential attacks
on modern, large-scale, and more and more heterogeneous electronic devices. This implies a practical challenge: how to detect
advanced and possibly yet unknown attacks at runtime?
With that challenge in mind, one particularly aspiring solution towards trustworthy chips are hardware monitors or wrappers for the continuous and pervasive control of untrusted and/or
security-critical components [129], [130], [139], [148], [149],
[150], [151]. The moment such monitors/wrappers observe
some malicious behaviour, i.e., any behavioural anomaly with
respect to well-defined, “normal” patterns (which may also be
re-programmed if need arises), the related components are overridden or isolated. In order to compensate for the resulting “loss
in processing capacity,” redundant components may be provisioned for.
The notion of monitors is especially attractive in the context of
3D integration; untrustworthy components in one die may be controlled in a precise and localized manner with the help of monitoring components implemented in another die [129], [130], [139].
For example, Valamehr et al. [129], [130] propose powerful security features acting on the gate- and transistor-level, based on
introspective TSV interfaces (Fig. 9). These features allow for
tapping, overriding, re-routing, and disabling of internal signals
at will.
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5.4 Detection of Hardware Trojans
Hardware Trojans are another major concern for reliable and
trustworthy chips; they are hardware modifications inserted by
an untrustworthy third party in order to alter the chip’s functionality, leak critical information, or degrade the chip’s reliability
and/or performance [145]. The detection of hardware Trojans,
both at design and runtime, has recently gained more interest,
and promising techniques have been proposed [116], [117], [118],
[119], [145], [148], [152], [153]. For example, simulation-based
Trojan detection cannot guarantee full coverage within polynomial runtime, but Wei et al. [153] demonstrate full coverage for
industrial circuits within minutes by combining reverse engineering and formal verification. Still, advanced Trojans will be extremely hard to detect; they may, for example, exhibit no distinguishable patterns at all during functional analysis [127].
Note that hardware monitors (Section 5.3) may also be used
for the runtime detection of Trojans. As indicated, this is especially attractive for 3D chips where such monitors can be implemented in trustworthy dies, separated from the potentially Trojaninfected legacy chips [127], [129], [130], [139]. Nevertheless,
some Trojans may be crafted specifically for 3D integration and
end up being “buried somewhere in the midst of the 3D chip”;
they are harder to detect during runtime [134], and may also exploit distinct trigger mechanisms such as increased internal heating [154].
5.5 Split Manufacturing
Another recent approach towards trustworthy chips is split
manufacturing [124], [135], [140], [155], [156], [157], [158],
[159], [160], [161], [162]. It seeks to prevent the insertion of
Trojans and/or the theft of IP in the first place.
More specifically, the key idea is to split the manufacturing
process into several parts, typically as follows: (i) the advanced
and high-end FEOL parts, which are costly to manufacture and
are thus typically outsourced; and (ii) the “modest” BEOL parts,
which are relatively cheap to manufacture in low-end but trusted
fabs. To the untrusted FEOL party, the outsourced design parts
merely appear as a “sea of gates,” where the missing interconnects may prevent one from (i) inferring any of the actual functionality and/or (ii) localizing particular circuitry prone or fruitful
for Trojan attacks. How exactly such splitting can be rendered
truly secure yet practical (in terms of reasonably low manufacturing and layout-level cost) is currently still under broad and vivid
investigation [155], [156], [157], [159], [160], [161].
Note that split manufacturing for 3D chips (3D SM) is more
flexible and, thus, potentially more secure than for 2D chips, at
least in theory [162]. That is because 3D integration allows to
split a design into multiple 2D dies, which then represent independent FEOL/BEOL parts. Some or all of the BEOL parts may
also be manufactured only by the trusted party [124], [140]. Especially interposer-based 3D SM is hence promising, since it allows
to keep some BEOL parts confidential for the final stacking process in the trusted fab [135], [155], [158]. In practice, however,
there are some constraints for 3D SM:
• Test and diagnosis of 3D chips (Section 4) typically mandates that individual dies be pre-bond tested. This implies
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that any split of FEOL/BEOL parts across the 3D stack shall
maintain the testability of individual dies; this is an open
challenge. As of now, classical known-good die testing limits 3D SM towards 2D SM and possibly easy to resolve layouts, which is contradicting the original promise of 3D SM.
• There is an inherent trade-oﬀ between security and cost imposed by 2D/3D SM. When FEOL and BEOL parts are split
across large distances among multiple dies and/or an interposer, the impact on power, performance, and area will be
more exaggerated than for 2D SM. Previous work on 3D SM
either oversimplified this challenge [158] or explored only
the scope of secure-but-excessive-overhead solutions [155].
• For up-and-coming monolithic 3D chips, manufacturing is
typically conducted in a single high-end fab, precluding 3D
SM altogether. Similarly, for 3D SM with advanced TSVbased 3D chips, the requirements on high-precision alignment, bonding, and stacking may be met only by a few, potentially untrustworthy OSAT parties.
In essence, 3D SM may not be superior to “classical” 2D SM, at
least not unless it is performed holistically, considering the tradeoﬀs for cost and security as well as the prospects for splitting at
the chip- and/or the system-level of 3D stacks.
5.6 Summary and Outlook
Notwithstanding the claims made in prior work regarding security (by allegedly providing a proper root of trust), most work
relies on naive, overly optimistic assumptions regarding their design and implementation. For example, it is easy to see that
hardware monitors/wrappers (Section 5.3) are particularly prone
to Trojan-based attacks. The moment third parties are involved
in the design and/or manufacturing process of chips containing
such monitors/wrappers, these parties must be trustworthy. Otherwise, the implementation and functionality of the security features themselves cannot be trusted in the first place.
Remarkably, this concern also applies to 3D integration
where untrustworthy commodity components and trusted monitor/supervisor components can be easily manufactured in diﬀerent dies (or across an interposer) for security reasons [129], [130],
[135], [139]. In order to monitor an untrusted die (without leveraging side-channel information), the separate supervisor die has
to rely on the proper physical and functional implementation of
some introspective interfaces built within the commodity die. For
example, recall that Valamehr et al. [129], [130] propose several
security features which all rely on such interfaces (Fig. 9). These
features may easily fail or be mislead with false data/signals in
case the interfaces are manipulated by untrusted third parties involved for the design and manufacturing of the commodity dies.
In essence, it is arguably diﬃcult yet essential to avoid insecure
physical and functional dependencies where security features rely
on untrusted components and/or third parties to perform their intended security functions. If this key requirement fails, the whole
root of trust is inevitably undermined (Fig. 8).
System-level 3D integration appears promising towards this
end. Here, any untrustworthy component/die shall depend on a
trustworthy system platform (e.g., an actively secured interposer,
see Fig. 10) for its system-level applicability, and not vice versa.
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Fig. 10

A large-scale and trustworthy, interposer-based 3D chip. The active
interposer with the secure network-on-chip (NoC) is the backbone,
i.e., the root of trust. Any internal communication is to remain
within the untrustworthy dies to limit the load on the interposer
NoC; system-wide and external communication has to be routed
through the secure NoC. In case malicious traﬃc coming from an
untrustworthy die is detected by the secure NoC, the respective die
is isolated, i.e., decoupled from the NoC. Isolating only the malicious component(s) instead of the whole die is not practical—we
cannot rely on any control features implemented in that die to begin
with, as the malicious component(s) may undermine them as well.

As this approach is implementing a thorough root of trust along
with a correct dependency scheme, it becomes relatively easy to
detect and properly isolate malicious components from the trustworthy 3D system if need arises. Note that isolating malicious
dies implies no compromise for the system’s overall security, but
“only” a loss of functionality. The latter can be provisioned for,
at least to some degree, by integrating functionally redundant yet
physically diﬀerent commodity dies (from diﬀerent vendors).

6. Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss the state-of-art for 3D integration,
with particular focus on design automation, testing, and trustworthy system integration. We review the most relevant challenges,
we outline existing and promising solutions, and we point out
needs for further research and development. In the following we
summarize the key points of this paper.
3D implementation options: The sequentially manufactured
monolithic 3D ICs enable the highest integration density (i.e.,
transistor-level 3D integration) but require full-custom design
which largely hinders design reuse. Furthermore, monolithic 3D
ICs are so far demonstrated only for the digital domain. TSVbased 3D ICs enable chip-level integration of both homogeneous
and heterogeneous components but still require a unified 3D design flow and dedicated manufacturing steps. Interposer stacks
allow for “plug-and-play” reuse of legacy 2D chips and are thus
the most promising option for large-scale 3D integration; interposer have been widely accepted and applied in the industry by
now. Still, there are currently unresolved needs, e.g., for design
automation and test of heterogeneous interposer stacks. Finally
recall that advanced 3D stacks may combine diﬀerent options,
such as multiple TSV-based 3D ICs integrated on an interposer.
Design automation: The design of 3D chips becomes increasingly diﬃcult and demanding as compared to well-engineered solutions for 2D chips. That is mainly due to the plethora of complex design decisions to make (such as how to reuse digital and/or
heterogeneous IP components, or how to organize the overall 3D
chip) and the highly iterative design flow. For full-custom 3D
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designs, the stages of system-level design, design prototyping,
and detailed physical design are all intertwined and furthermore
require advanced capabilities, e.g., for chip-package co-design.
While more and more 3D design-automation solutions are becoming available (also with 2D tools being extended), there is
still a need for dedicated tools to design particular applications
such as CMOS imaging sensors.
Testing: Both the test of individual components/dies as well as
the test of the full 3D chip is required; the former is to ensure integration of known-good dies while the latter is to ensure the proper
3D interconnectivity and the overall functionality. On the one
hand, existing probing technology falls short in providing physical access to dies/interposer through micro-bumps, complicating
the test of 3D chips. On the other hand, well-established 2D testing standards are currently being extended towards 3D testing,
streamlining the eﬀorts for testing. Besides, standardized access
mechanisms for not purely digital but heterogeneous 3D stacks
are currently also still lacking.
Trustworthy integration: Secure hardware is at the heart of
any trustworthy information processing, also in up-and-coming
3D chips. While recent advances for “classical 2D hardware security” can be leveraged for 3D chips to some degree, 3D chips
present unique challenges as well as opportunities. For example,
security measures such as split manufacturing may benefit from
the additional third dimension but also need to comply with practical constraints, e.g., testability and performance of split dies.
Another important consideration is that TSVs experience crosscoupling eﬀects which may be exploited to leak on-chip assets
and/or tamper with the data at runtime. Finally, system-level 3D
integration on an active interposer can, arguably for the first time,
enable truly trustworthy integration of untrusted components.
Conclusion: 3D integration has been advocated and explored
by industry and academia for many years now. While there is still
a multitude of challenges for various aspects of 3D integration,
there is also notable progress, and diﬀerent products (memorycentric 3D ICs, large-scale 3D FPGAs, NoC interposer, etc.) are
already in high volumes in the market. Besides the TSV-based
3D ICs, which have been highly anticipated early on, the more
practical, cost-eﬀective and flexible interposer stacks may eventually dominate the 3D landspace. Aside from the easy heterogeneous integration using interposer, this is also because interposer
can serve as a “unifying integration backbone” for both classical,
legacy 2D chips as well as novel, fully customized 3D ICs.
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